A new algorithm for learning one-variable pattern languages is proposed and analyzed with respect to its average-case behavior. We consider the total learning time that takes into account all operations till an algorithm has converged to a correct hypothesis. For the expectation it is shown that for almost all meaningful distributions defining how the pattern variable is replaced by a string to generate random examples of the target pattern language this algorithm converges within a constant number of rounds with a total learning time that is linear in the pattern length. Thus, the algorithm is average-case optimal in a strong sense.
INTRODUCTION
The formal definition of patterns and pattern languages goes back to Angluin [l] . Since then, pattern languages and variations thereof have been widely investigated (cf., e.g., [12, 13, 151. As far as learning theory is concerned, pattern languages are a prominent example of nonregular languages that can be learned in the limit from positive data. The corresponding learning model goes back to Gold [5] . Let L be any language; then a text for L is any infinite sequence of strings containing eventually all strings of L , *This work was performed while this author was visiting the Department of lnformatics at Kyushu University and was supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science under Grarrt JSPS 29716102. and nothing else. The information given to the learner are successively growing initial segments of a text. Processing these segments, the learner has to output hypotheses about L . The hypotheses are chosen horn a prespecified set called hypothesis space. The sequence of hypotheses has to converge to a correct description of the target language.
Looking at applications of limit learners, efficiency becomes a central issue. But defining an appropriate measure of efficiency for learning in the limit is a difficult problem (cf. [lo] ). V .
arious authors have studied the efficiency of learning in terms of the update time needed for computing a new single hypothesis. But what counts in applications is the overall time needed by a learner until convergence, i.e., the total learning time. Since the total learning time is unbounded in the worst-case, we study the expected total learning time. Next, we shortly summarize what has been known in this regard.
Angluin [l] provides a learner for the class of all pattern languages that is based on the notion of descriptive patterns. Here a pattern 7r is said to be descriptive (for the set S of strings contained in the input provided so far) if 7r can generate all strings contained in S and no other pattern having this property generates a proper subset of the language generated by 7r. Since no efficient algorithm is known for computing descriptive patterns, and finding a descriptive pattern of maximum length is NP -hard, its update time is practically infeasible.
Therefore, one has considered restricted versions of pattern language learning in which the number lc of different variables is fixed, in particular the case of a single variable. Angluin [l] gives a learner for one-variable pattern languages with update time O(@ loge) , where e is the sum of the length of all examples seen so far. Nothing is known concerning the expected total learning time of her algorithm.
Erlebach et al. [3, 41 have presented a one-variable pattern learner achieving an average total learning time O(]n]210g ]7r]), where 1x1 is the length of the target pattern. This result is also based on finding descriptive patterns quickly. While this approach has the advantage that the descriptiveness of every hypothesis output is guaranteed, it may have the disadvantage of preventing the learner to achieve a better expected total learning time. Thus, we ask whether there is a one-variable pattern language learner achieving a subquadratic expected total learning time. Clearly, the best one can get is a linear average total learning time. If this is really possible, then such a learner seems to be more appropriate for potential application than previously obtained ones, even if there are no guaranteed properties concerning the intermediately calculated hypotheses. Such a learner would have already finished his learning task with high probability before any of the known learner has computed a single guess.
What we like to present in this paper is such a onevariable pattern learner. Moreover, we prove that our learner achieves an expected linear total learning time for a very large class of distributions with respect to which the input examples me drawn.
PRELIMINARIES
Let N = (0, 1,2, _ . .} be the set of all natural numbers, and let I@ = N\(O).
For all real nunlbers y we define [y] , the floor function, to be the greatest integer less than or equal to y . Let C be an alphabet with s := JCI 2 2. By C' we denote the free monoid over C , and we set Cf = C' \ {E} , where E is the empty string. Let z be a symbol with x 4 C . Every string over (C U {x})+ is called a one-variable pattern. We refer to x as the pattern variable. Pat denotes the set of all one-variable patterns. We write #(r,z) for the number of occurrences of the pattern variable x in r .
The length of a string w E C' and of a pattern 7r E Pat is denoted by 12~1 and )7rI, respectively. For every T E Pat we define the language generated by pattern T by L(7r) := {y E c+ 1 3 21 E c+, y = 7(x/u]} For discussing our approach to learning all one-variable pattern languages we let 7r = WrJxU'w~xa2w~. . . w,,,-lxamw,,, be the target pattern throughout this paper. Here the (pi denote positive integers (the multiplicity by which x appears in a row), and wi E C* the separating constant substrings, where for 1 5 i < m the wi are assumed to be nonernpty. The learning problem considered in this paper is exact learning in the limit from positive data. A sequence (+i)itN+ of patterns is said to converge to a pattern 7r -if $~i = K for all but finitely many i . Definition 1. Given a target pattern 7rIT, the learner gets a sequence of example strings X1, X2,. . . from L(r) . Having received X, he has to compute as hypothesis a one-variable pattern $cls _ The sequence of guesses $1, $2, . . . eventually has to converge to a pattern $ such that L($J) = L(n).
Note that in the case of one-variable pattern languages this implies that + = 7r. Some more remarks are mandatory here. Though our definition of learning resembles that one given in Gold [5] , there is also a major difference. In [5] the sequence (Xi)ieN+ is required to exhaust L(r) in the limit, that is to fulfill {Xi ( i E I@} = L(n). N evertheless, in real applications this requirement will be hardly fulfilled. We therefore omit this assumption here. Instead, we only require the sequence (Xi)iE~ to contain "enough" information to recognize the target pattern r. What is meant by "enough" will be made precise when discussing the set of all admissible distributions with respect to which the example sequences are allowed to be randomly drawn.
We continue with the complexity nleasure considered in this paper. The length of the pattern 7r to be learned is given by n := nW + n, with n, := c Iw~] and n, := Cai .Th is alanleter will be considered p . as the size of problem instances, and the complexity analysis will be done with respect to this value n . We assume the sanle model of computation and the same representation of patterns as Angluin [l] , i.e., in particular a randon access machine that performs a reasonable menu of operations each in unit time on registers of length O(logn) bits, where n is the input length. The inputs are read via a serial input device, and reading a string of length n is assumed to require n steps.
In contrast to previous work [l, 6, 14 , 161, we rneasure the efficiency of a learning algorithm by estimating the overall tinle taken by the learner until convergence. This time is referred to as the total learning time. We aim to deternline the total learning time in dependence on the length of the target pattern. Of course, if examples are provided by an adversary the nunlber of exanlples one has to see before being able to converge is unbounded in general. Thus analyzing the total learning time in such a worst-case setting will not yield much insight. But such a scenario is nluch too pessimistic for many applications, and therefore, one should consider the average-case behavior. Analyzing the expected total learning time of limit learners has been initiated by Zeugmann [17] . Average-case complexity in general depends very much on the distribution over the input space. We perform our analysis for a very large class of distributions.
An optimal result of linear expected total learning is achieved by carefully analyzing the cornbinatorics of words generated by a one-variable pattern. This linear bound can even be shown to hold with high probability. Let p : c' + [O, I] be the probability distribution specifying how given a pattern r the variable x is replaced to generate random examples 7r[x/Z] from L(r). Here 2 = 2, is a random variable with distribution p.
Range(Z) := {w E C+ 1 p(w) > 0) denotes the range of 2, i.e., the set of all substitution strings that may actually occur. From this we get a probability distribution )lLT : c' -+ [O, l] for the random strings generated by ?r based on p. Let x = x,,, denote a random variable with distribution pn . The random examples are then generated according to X , thus the relation between X and Z is given by x = wo zal w za2 w2 . . . ~~~~-1 Zam wm . Note that p is fixed, land in particular independent of the special target pattern to be learned.
What we consider in the following is a large class 2) of distributions p that is defined by requiring only very simple properties. These properties basically exclude the case where only a small subset of all possible example strings occur and this subset does not provide enough information to reconstruct the pattern. We show that there exists an algorithm that efficiently learns every one-variable pattern on the average with respect to every distribution in 2 Jf-441 < 03.
Let X = Xr, X2, Xa, . . . denote a sequence of random examples that are independently drawn according to pn. Note that the learner, in general, does not have information about pa a priori. On the other hand, the average-case analysis of our learning algorithm presupposes information about the distribution b. Thus, unlike the PAC-model, our framework is not completely distribution-free.
Nevertheless, we aim to keep the information required about p as small as possible. Finally, let
be the language of all example strings that may actually occur.
PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF SUBSTITUTIONS
For obtaining most general results we would like to put as little constraints on the distribution p as possible. Note that one cannot learn a target pattern if only example strings of a very restricted form occur. This will be in particular the case if Range(Z) itself is contained in a nontrivial one-variable pattern language. For seeing this, suppose there exists a pattern C$ E Pat \ {x} such that Range(Z) C L(4) . Clearly, then the languages generated by K = wex"~w1xU~w2.. . w,,~-~x~~w,,, and r' = w~(puOwi(pU1w~. _ .~,,,-rpmw~,~ cannot be distinguished, since L(r,p) c L(7r') . Thus, even fi-om an information theoretic point of view the learner has no chance to distinguish this case from the one where the pattern to be learned is actually 7r' and the examples are generated by the corresponding projection p' of ,Y. Hence, such a problem instance (7r,p) should be regarded as the instance (73, p') . To exclude this case, let us define po := q5 patEi:,@,>IPr[Z E L(4)1 .
and let us make Assumption 2. PO < 1.
An alternative approach would be to consider the correctness of the hypotheses computed with respect to the distribution CL. The learner solves the learning problem if he converges to a pattern 2c, for which
This model is equivalent, but conceptually more involved and complicates the algorithm. 
OF STRINGS
We now come to the main technical tool that will help us to detect the pattern variable and its replacenlents in exaniple strings, respectively. The following properties will be important for the learning algorithm described later. 
SYNY> i IYI / 2 mls(y) .
Proof. If a symmetry u of a string y can be written as u = u' u u' for a nonempty string u then obviously u' is a smaller synlrnetry of y . Hence, (1) follows.
Assertion (2) is obvious. If there were other synnnetries in between then it is easy to see that u itself must have a syrnrnetry and thus cannot be minimal. This proves (3).
If v. contains u as a substring there may be other larger symmetries. For this case there must be strings wl, 02 such that y can be written as y = UC Vl ud v2 UC Wl ud where w1 does not contain u as substring. Then y has an additional symmetry for k' = (c+ d) k +/WI ) . There may be even more syrnrnetries if v2 is of a very special form containing powers of u , but we will not elaborate on this further. The important thing to note is that the length of such symmetries grows at least by an additive term k = mls(y) _ The bound on sym(y) follows. 1
Assertion (4) of the latter lemma directly inlplies the simple bound SY4Y) I IYIP 7 which in most cases, however, is far too large. Only strings over a single letter alphabet can achieve this bound. For particular distributions the bound is USUally much better. To illustrate this, we again consider the length-uniform case. Then, the probability that a randonl string y has a rninirnal symmetry of length k is given by Pr[mZs(y) = k] = Pr[lyl 2 2k]. S-~ . Furthermore, given that mZs(y) = k the probability that it has at least c symmetries is bounded by 1
Thus, the probability of having at least c synunetries is at most
Now, we consider the expected number of symmetries. To motivate our Assumption 3, we first continue to look at the length-uniform case. Thus, in this case the number of symmetries only depends on the size s of the alphabet and therefore, it is independent of the length of the strings generated. Let us now estimate the total length of all factorizations of a string y , which can be bounded by IT Proof. To find the minimal symmetry an iterative scanning of specific bit positions of y is done. Let e denote the length of y .
Algorithm
1.
For j = 1,2,. . . , e -1 , we will construct subsets 13 of [l . . . e] with the property:
The sets ae initialized with I, = {l} for all j _ Then 11 :
Assume that IJ-...I has been constructed. It can be shown that this procedure considers each bit position y[j] at most a logarithmic number of times from which the bound O(eloge) follows easily. For most strings, however, the complexity is linear since more than linear time is needed only for strings of highly regular structure. Given the maximal overlap, the string we can easily be obtained in a linear number of steps. Since for all j the length of w~j is at most half the length of "j-1 the whole iterative procedure stays linearly bounded.
Once we have found a symmetry u , computing the complete u-factorization of y is just a simple pattern matching of u against y , which can be done by well established methods in linear time. From a complete minimal factorization based on ur other symmetries can be deduced by checking powers of ui and the equality of substrings between these powers. This can be done in a linear number of operations. 1
Let Gym denote the set of all strings in C+ that possess a symmetry and let psy111 := Pr[Z E C&J .
We require that the distribution is not restricted to substitutions with symmetries -with positive probability also nonsymmetric substitutions should occur. 
BASIC SUBROUTINES: FACTOR-IZATIONS AND COMPATIBILITY
For a subset A of C' let PRE(A) and SUF(A) denote the maximal common prefix and suffix of all strings in A , respectively. Let ntpre(A) and m,,f (A) be their lengths. The first goal of the algorithm is to recognize the prefix we and suffix w,,, before the first and last occurrence of the variable z , respectively, in the pattern 7r. In order to avoid confusion, z will be called the pattern variable, where variable simply refers to any data variable used by the learning algorithm.
The current information about the prefix and suffix is stored in the variables PRE and SUF . The remaining pattern learning is done with respect to the current value of these variables. If the algorithm sees a new string X such that PRE({X, PRE}) # PRF or SUF({X, SUF}) # SUF then these variables will be updated. We will call this the begin of a new phase. Proof. That '111 gives rise to a factorization is obvious. There cannot be one of smaller length because this implies that ui has a symmetry and contradicts that 211 is minimal for Y . I
Though the following lemma is easily verified, it is important to establish the correctness of our learner presented below. Proof. It is easy to see that for a nonsymmetric string u the string Y = rr[x/u] = wo ZP Wl ua2 wg . . . w,,,-1 u-w,,, has u as the basis for its minimal (we, w,,,) -factorization. That u gives rise to a factorization is obvious, and if there were a smaller one it would imply that u has a symmetry. Since the constant substrings wr, . . . , w,,,+r may contain u as a substring the actual factorization may show more powers of u , but it is unique since occurrences of u cannot overlap -again because u is nonsymmetric.
If the constant substring wi of n has a decomposition with respect to u of the form z&O wi r , ~fii.1 . _ _ wi,ni UP',*' , where the /3i,j are integers and the wi,j are substrings not containing u , then the middle part Ytllid of Y without prefix, SU& and first and last occurrence of u looks like The extra effort in the degenerated case of u being a prefix of 6 can be omitted if in this case the pattern matching is done from right to left since the procedure is completely symmetric. This will only fail if u is both prefix and suffix of 6, implying that c = u u' u . But this means that B has a symmetry and thus cannot derive from a minimal factorization of Y _ Definition 6. A string Y is downwards compatible to a string r with respect to a given pair (PRE, SUF) if for some K 2 1, from the minimal (PRE, SUF) -factorization of Y and the K -th (PRE, SUF) -factorization of P a single pattern + = $(Y, U, 6) can be derived from which both strings can be generated.
We also say that p is upwards compatible to Y .
Again, these notions are extended to pairs consisting of a string and a pattern. By assumption, u is not a symmetry for 6 and since one may either work from left to right or right to left we may assume that u is not a prefix of 6. When comparing xrlid to ElIid after the first or -1 occurrences of u in k;llid have been read and matched against occurrences of U in k;rlid the next occurrence of u in the substring ufl1.0 will be detected as a constant. This is because this substring also occurs in g%Bid and u is not a prefix of fi . The same holds for the other occurrences of u in Y .
Given the corre_sponding factorizations, checking whether Y$lid and &id match can be done by a single pass over the strings and has linear time complexity. However, one has to find that factorization of Y that matches the one of Y . Considering the symmetries of Y in increasing length this will be symmetry sym (6) . In the worst-case, if 6 contains only one symbol sym(6) can be as large as ]6]/2, but such a case will be easier to handle.
This can even be sped-up. One observation is that a string with c symmetries yields a least by a factor c more occurrences of its minimal symmetry in the minimal factorization. Thus, once one output pattern 1c, has been computed, which also gives the number of occurrences of the pattern variable, strings Y with a much Let $J a pattern that is supposed to equal the pattern 7r to be learned. Thus, to find the right factorization of a string Y to check upwards compatibility against $ from the minimal factorization one can compute
to get an estimate on #(CL, 61) . When all symmetries of Y are known it is then easy to find that string ii directly that matches this value. However, when checking upwards compatibility of a string Y to a string Y , we do not have a precise estimate on #(7r, Z) , there is only the upper bound #(Y,u) available from the factorization of Y . This implies a lower bound on #(U, 61) of the form
Thus, unless #(r,u) is relatively large compared to #(n, CC) this gives a good approximation which symnietry of Y should be used. I
Note that one cannot decide whether a string Y was generated by substitution with a nonsymmetric string by counting the number of its factorizations -which is likely to be one. However, there are rare cases with more factorization than the one induced by the substitutionfor example, if (~1 and Q,,, have a common nontrivial divisor or even if 01 = o,,, = 1 , but by chance wi = II u 21' and w,,,-1 = 21" u 'u for some arbitrary strings v 21' v". > 7
6 THE ALGORITHM
The learner may not store all example strings he has seen so far. Therefore let A = Ag = A,(X) denote the set of examples he remembers after having got the first g examples of the random sequence X = Xi, X2,. . . , and, similarly, let PRE, and SUF, be the values of the variables PRE and SUF at that time. We will call this round g of the learning algorithm.
Let us first describe the global strategy of the learning procedure. When the pattern is a constant 7r = w all example strings are equal to w and the variables PRF and SUF are not defined. Thus, as long as the algorithm has seen only one string, it will output this string.
Otherwise, we try to generate a pattern from 2 compatible strings received so far. If this is not possible or if one of the examples does not have a factorization then the output will be the default pattern
If a non-default pattern has been generated as a hypothesis further examples are tested for compatibility with respect to this pattern. As long as the test is positive the algorithm will stick to this hypothesis, else a new pattern will be generated. In the simplest version of the algorithm we remember only a single example of the ones seen so far. Instead of a set A we will use a single variable Y . 
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
Since the example strings are generated at random it might happen that only "bad examples" occur in which case no learning algorithm can eventually come up with a correct hypothesis. Therefore, the following claims cannot hold absolutely in a probabilistic setting, but they will be true with probability 1. Remember that 7r = ~wexa1wixa2w~. . . w,,,-~x~~w~,~ is the pattern to be learned. Since not all substitutions start with the same symbol or end with the same symbol (remember that we have assumed p < 1) with probability 1 a sequence X contains strings Xi, Xj, Xk , where X, = 7r[z/u,] such that ui [l] # uj [l] and
Note that j may be equal to k . Let g be the rnaxinrunr of i, j, k and consider a triple for which g is minimal.
By the construction of the sets PRE and SUF round g will start a new phase in which now the variables PRE, = me and SUF, = w,,, have the correct values.
We do not care about the output of the algorithm before this final phase has been reached. It remains to show that the algorithm will converge in the final phase. For this purpose, let us distinguish whether the pattern contains the variable only once, in which case there will be examples without any symmetry, or more than once (the case that the pattern does not contain any variable is obvious).
If rr = UJOZUJ~ then with probability 1 there will be an example X, obtained from a substitution [Z/U] wit,h a nonsynnnetric string '~1. Then X, does not have a (PRE,, SUF,) -factorization and thus case 2 occurs. Since Y is set equal to X from then on always case 1 occurs. The algorithnr will always choose case 1 and output tie , which in this case is the correct answer.
Otherwise, the pattern contains the variable at least twice and any example does have a (PRE,, SUF,) -factorization. Lemma 11 shows that a nonsymmetric substitution generates a string that is downwards cornpatible to any other string in L(n) _ Thus, as soon as X, is such a string, which again happens with probability 1, the output $J~ will equal the pattern rr _ Furthermore the algorithnr will never change its output from this round on since case 4 "X,, is upwards compatible to @ " will hold for any g' > g .
Let us summarize these properties in the following Lemma 12. After the algorithm has detected the correct prefix and sufix it will converge immediately to the correct hypothesis r as soon it gets the first example generated by a non-symmetric substitution.
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Let $,9 denote the output of round g , and Yg the value of Y at the end of that round. Let Time,(X) denote the number of bit operations in round g on example sequence X , and recall that 2 and X are defined as randorn variables for the substitutions and examples, respectively. Proof. The number of rounds can be bounded by the number of rounds to reach the final phase plus the number of rounds in the final phase till $J~ = rr . By Lemma 1 and 5 the expectation of both is a constant that only depends on the probabilities p and pSYnl . Let G be a random variable that counts the number of rounds till convergence. Then,
denote the total number of operations on example sequence X . Clearly, the expected value of a random variable is only one aspect of its distribution.
Looking at potential applications of our learning algorithm, a hypothetical user might be interested in knowing how often the total learning time exceeds its average substantially. For answering this question we could compute the variance of the total learning time. Then Chebyshev's inequality provides the desired tail bounds. However, in our particular setting, there is an easier way to figure out how good the distribution of the total learning time is centered around its expected value. The main ingredient is the following additional nice feature of our algorithm. It convergence immediately in the final phase when an example with a nonsynnnetric replacement occurs.
The expectation of this event is E[G] , hence with probability at least l/2 the algorithm converges within 2 E[G] rounds. If this did not happen, no matter which bad examples have occurred, again there will be convergence in the next 2 E[G] rounds with probability at least l/2. Thus, the probability of failure decreases exponentially with the number of rounds, more precisely, for all m E N it holds:
Since the distribution of Timetotal decreases exponentially, all higher moments of it exist. In particular, we may conclude that the variance of Timetotal is small.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that one-variable pattern languages are learnable for basically all meaningful distributions within an optimal linear total learning time on the average. The algorithm obtained is quite simple and is based on symmetries that occur in such languages. Thus, our approach to minimize the expected total learning time turned out to be quite satisfactory.
Additionally, our learner requires only space that is linear in the length of the target pattern. Therefore, it is not only faster than the algorithms presented by Angluin [I] and Erlebach et al. [3] but also more spaceefficient.
The only known algorithm using even less space is Lange and Wiehagen's [7] learner. But their algorithm is only successful for a much smaller class of probability distributions, since it requires shortest examples in order to converge. On the other hand, our learner maintains the incremental behavior of Lange and Wiehagen's [7] algorithm.
While it is no longer iterative, it is still a bounded example memory learner. A learner is called iterative, if it uses only its last guess and the next example in the sequence of example strings for computing its actual hypothesis. A bounded example memory learner is additionally allowed to memorize an a priori bounded number of exanrples it already has had access to during the learning process. For more information concerning these learning models, we refer the reader to Lange and Zeugnrann [8] .
Moreover, our algorithm does not only possess an expected linear total learning time, but also very good tail bounds. Note that, whenever learning in the limit is considered one cannot decide whether or not the learner has already converged to a correct hypothesis. If convergence is decidable, we arrive at finite learning. It is easy to see that one-variable pattern languages are not finitely learnable. On the other hand, a bit of prior knowledge about the underlying probability distributions nicely buys a stochastically finite learner with high confidence.
Recall that the number G of rounds depends only on p and fiytll . Now, assunring that one has the additional knowledge of upper bounds for both P and psym , Formula 1 can be used to estimate the expected number of rounds. Let G be this estimate, and let 6 E (0,l) be the confidence parameter given to the modified learner as additional input. Now, the modified learner computes the least m such that 1 -2"' 2 6, and runs our algorithm for 2-m-G rounds. While doing this, no output is provided. After having finished these rounds, the modified learner outputs the last guess 7r made by our algorithm, and stops thereafter. Now, using the same argument as above for proving (2)) one easily sees that 7r must be correct for the target to be learned with probability at least 6. Furthermore, the total learning time remains linear in the length of the target pattern.
Note that stochastically finite learning with high confidence is different from PAC-learning.
First, it is not completely distribution independent. Thus, from that perspective, this variant is weaker than the PACmodel. But the hypothesis computed is probably tzractly correct. Moreover, the learner receives exclusively positive data while the correctness of its hypothesis is measured with respect to all data. Hence, from that perspective, our model of stochastically finite learning with high confidence is stronger than the PAC-model.
Our approach also differs from U-learnability introduced by Muggleton [9] . First of all, our learner is fed positive examples only, while in Muggleton's [9] model, examples labeled with respect to their containment in the target language are provided. Next, we do not make any assumption concerning the distribution of the target patterns. Furthermore, we do not nreasure the expected total learning time with respect to a given class of distributions over the targets and a given class of distributions for the sampling process, but exclusively in dependence on the length of the target. Finally, we require exact learning and not approximately correct learning.
We have implemented the algorithm and the reader is referred to http:// www.itheoi.mu-luebeck.de/pages/ reischuk/Algor/learn/LearnUnser.htrnl for getting access to the resulting Javaapplets.
Next, we shortly discuss possible directions of further research. An obvious extension would be to consider k-variable pattern languages for small fixed Ic > 1 . Already for Ic = 2 the situation becomes considerably nrore complicated and requires additional tools.
Another direction to pursue would be to learn languages that are the union of at most e one-variable pattern languages for some fixed e.
Finally, the approach presented in this paper seems to be quite suited to tolerate errors in the example data. Let us assume that there is some (small) probability t that A property of the pattern language like the common prefix of all strings now is only accepted if it is supported by a large percentage of examples. The details and modification of the algorithm will be given in another paper.
